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lective Security and the Grand Alliance. On the one hand
Great Britain refused to confirm liabilities undertaken in
the Covenant in Eastern Europe, while on the other hand
the principle of reciprocity was violated. Great Britain, was
not to receive, under Locarno, assistance from Germany or
France if attacked by either of those nations. The limita-
tions of Locarno had been laid down by Mr. Baldwin as
early as 8th October in a speech to the Conservative Party
Conference at Brighton when he declared that it would have
to be bilateral and purely defensive in character, and that
any new obligation undertaken by Britain would have to be
pacific and limited to the frontier between Germany and
her western neighbours. In the same speech he had referred
to 'Iraq and forecast the Government's acquiescence in the
League Commissioners' report.
At the beginning of December the League Council,
having decided to become arbitrator between Great Britain
and Turkey, gave its unanimous award on the status of the
Mosul and of the Straits. It declared that the provisional
boundary called the Brussels Line should become definitively
the northern frontier of the British Mandate of *Iraq, pro-
vided that Great Britain within six months assumed respon-
sibility for *Iraq for another twenty-five years, or less, if
'Iraq should be judged by the Council to have been qualified
for membership of the League. Sir Austen Chamberlain
took up a conciliatory attitude towards Turkey, and said
he would be glad to enter into conversations with their
Government in the hope that relations between the two
countries might be made easier and safer.
While Sir Austen Chamberlain and the Colonial Secre-
tary (Mr. Amery) were at Geneva Mr. Baldwin faced a
battery of questions from both sides of the House, which
expressed concern about our 'Iraq Mandate. He promised
to provide an opportunity for discussing it as soon as Mr.
Amery returned, but it was the form he gave to this oppor-
tunity—namely, that of a motion expressing formal approval

